Abstract. We have demonstrated efficient amplification of near-infrared, 0.83-µm and 1.06-µm light, in a photorefractive ring resonator using Rh:BaTiO 3 . The optical power oscillating inside the ring exceeded the pump power by a factor of up to 2.34. The sensitivity of a ring resonator to nanometer changes in its length was characterised using a piezo-mirror. One of the resonator's geometries -a unidirectional ring resonator -has proved particularly interesting because of its unique features. Its geometry is often very tolerant to the position of a photorefractive crystal in the cavity and the incidence angle of the pump beam, as the gratings that develop are self-adaptive and will grow from small seed beams, such as scattered light, if the process is favourable. The resonating beam accumulates energy from successive two-beam coupling amplification, on each round trip, through the photorefractive material until saturation sets in, but loses energy from absorption and other losses such as Fresnel reflections from the crystal, and imperfect mirrors. The resonating beam builds up providing the coupling efficiency exceeds the combined absorption and resonator losses. Such a ring resonator has the capability of providing large amplification of weak signals and being very sensitive to minute changes in its length.
Abstract.
We have demonstrated efficient amplification of near-infrared, 0.83-µm and 1.06-µm light, in a photorefractive ring resonator using Rh:BaTiO 3 . The optical power oscillating inside the ring exceeded the pump power by a factor of up to 2.34. The sensitivity of a ring resonator to nanometer changes in its length was characterised using a piezo-mirror. Photorefractive resonators have been the subject of several investigations over the past few years. In particular, theoretical analysis of their spatio-temporal [1] and nonlinear [2] dynamics, stability [3] , transverse [4] and coherence [5] effects has been extensively researched [6] .
PACS
One of the resonator's geometries -a unidirectional ring resonator -has proved particularly interesting because of its unique features. Its geometry is often very tolerant to the position of a photorefractive crystal in the cavity and the incidence angle of the pump beam, as the gratings that develop are self-adaptive and will grow from small seed beams, such as scattered light, if the process is favourable. The resonating beam accumulates energy from successive two-beam coupling amplification, on each round trip, through the photorefractive material until saturation sets in, but loses energy from absorption and other losses such as Fresnel reflections from the crystal, and imperfect mirrors. The resonating beam builds up providing the coupling efficiency exceeds the combined absorption and resonator losses. Such a ring resonator has the capability of providing large amplification of weak signals and being very sensitive to minute changes in its length.
The first successful demonstrations of unidirectional ring resonators were carried out by White et al. [7] , Kwong et al. [8] and Ewbank and Yeh [9] in which it was discovered that small frequency detuning effects exist between the pump beam and the oscillation beam in photorefractive oscillators. They investigated threshold conditions for oscillations and the maximum permissible cavity-length detuning. A ring resonator can support oscillations over a wide range of cavity detuning in spite of a narrow, typically few Hz, photorefractive gain. As has been shown, this is due to photorefractive phase shift, which can compensate for cavity detuning and thus help to fulfil the round-trip resonator condition [10] .
In characterising the performance of a photorefractive ring resonator, it is useful to consider two parameters. One of them -the conversion efficiency ξ -is the power conversion from the external pump beam into the resonating beam inside the cavity, defined as the ratio of the resonating beam power P ext to the power of the external pump beam P int , which is given by [11] 
where R out is the out-coupling mirror reflectivity, Γ is the two-beam coupling coefficient, L is the length of the interaction region inside the photorefractive material and α eff is the effective absorption coefficient that includes combined losses from the crystal, absorption, mirror and Fresnel reflection losses. This equation is valid above the threshold of oscillations. The other parameter that characterises photorefractive ring resonators is the efficiency of extracting energy from the resonator. It is defined as the ratio of the power of light outcoupled from the resonator (P out ) to the power of the external pump beam (P pump ) [11] :
As can be seen from (1), the conversion factor ξ can be larger than 1 if the coupling coefficient significantly exceeds absorption and reflection losses. However, in all previously published papers on photorefractive ring resonators, they have been pumped by visible light, i.e. in the regimes where absorption was high and therefore no net amplification was observed. In the work presented here, we have successfully demonstrated the build up and amplification of power in a ring resonator using a near to optimum wavelength, using material and optical component parameters established earlier [12] . We report on efficiently working resonators pumped by near-infrared, 830-nm and 1.06-µm lasers. The power os-cillating in the 1.06-µm resonator exceeded the power of the pump beam.
Experimental configuration
The experimental configuration consisted of three mirrors and a photorefractive crystal, which was a sample of infraredsensitive Rh:BaTiO 3 , pumped by cw near-infrared, single longitudinal mode lasers (Fig. 1 ). In the first case this was a 300-mW diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser emitting light at 1064 nm and in the second experiment a 100-mW, 830-nm diode laser. Both lasers formed spot sizes of 3-mm diameter on the input face of the crystal.
In the experiment, the pump beam incident on the crystal fans towards the +c face and some of the fanned light is directed around the loop to re-enter the crystal, via the threemirror set-up. The light in this ring is unidirectional because the two-beam coupling gain is itself directional as determined by the crystal's symmetry, alignment and the charge-transport properties, so any backward-travelling light will experience loss. If the two-beam coupling gain is above threshold, the resonating beam will build up from the progressive amplification of this fanned light. The circulating power can be easily determined by monitoring the power of the light transmitted by the output coupler of the cavity (R < 100%). In the 1.06-µm resonator, the output coupler had 95% reflectivity, while in the 830-nm resonator, 4% of the resonating power was out-coupled. The power of light resonating inside the cavity was calculated from the measurement of out-coupled energy and the reflectivity of the coupler. In order to minimise the losses of the resonator, the remaining mirrors were 99.9% reflective.
With either the miniature Nd:YAG laser or a diode laser, the experimental set-up could be made quite compact. The length of the 830-nm resonator was 62 cm while the 1.06-µm resonator was 52-cm long. For the tests of the cavity sensitivity to the changes of path length, one of the high-reflecting (R = 99.9%) mirrors was mounted on a piezoelectric actuator. In our earlier theoretical studies [12] we established that the most crucial parameters for an effective operation of a resonator are the wavelength of the pump light and the type of photorefractive material. It is vital to keep the value of absorption to a minimum, while ideally also maximising the magnitude of coupling coefficient (by cutting or otherwise orienting the crystal, for example). Since the coupling coefficient and the absorption of a photorefractive material are strongly wavelength-dependent, the most efficient operation is achieved through a careful selection of the wavelength of the external pump beam. For example, these low-loss conditions can be fulfilled in samples lightly doped with rhodium and in the near-infrared regime, where absorption is low (approximately 0.1-0.2 cm −1 ), yet coupling coefficients can be relatively high (7-11 cm −1 ). Following the characterisation of the crystals' absorption and two-beam coupling coefficients, we selected five samples to test the performance of the resonators at 830 nm and 1064 nm. The parameters of the crystals and resonators are given in Tables 1 and 2 .
Results and discussion
In the first stage of our experimental studies, we investigated the performance of the resonator at 830 nm, where inexpensive and miniature diode lasers exist, which are ideal as pumping sources. In this regime, absorption coefficients are relatively high for producing efficient resonating results (α eff > 0.1 cm −1 ); however such a value of absorption means increased speed of the two-beam coupling process as compared with the 1.06-µm regime. Therefore a resonating beam builds up faster than at 1.06 µm and the task of optimising the alignment of the cavity is made easier. We demonstrated a ring resonator working with a 830-nm pump and in different samples of Rh:BaTiO 3 . Its conversion efficiency was, as expected, below 100% (ξ < 1). Nevertheless, up to 87% of the incident pump power was converted into an oscillation beam that built up to approximately an order of magnitude faster than in the case of a 1.06-µm pump beam. The comparison of the results measured at 830 nm are summarised in Table 1 . In the following stage of our experimental work we achieved ring resonators working efficiently with several samples of Rh:BaTiO 3 at 1.06-µm wavelength. We have measured a build up of power inside the resonator exceeding the pump beam by a factor of up to 2.34. The maximum power resonating inside the cavity was 586 mW for an incident pump of 250 mW. Figure 3 presents this case, where the oscillating power was monitored for approximately 300 s. Table 2 provides the details of results obtained in samples tested inside the 1.06-µm resonator and their comparison with the theoretically predicted values of resonating power. As can be seen, there is a good agreement between experiment and theory. The difference for some samples, such as the 3200-ppm crystal for example, can be related to effects such as strong laser-induced absorption that would contribute to an increased effective absorption coefficient.
In principle, higher efficiency would be possible, as predicted by theory, if losses could be reduced. In our case, the optimum two-beam coupling geometry required incidence angles where Fresnel losses were considerable. While the input pump beam's incidence angle was close to the Brewster angle (69
• ), the angle of incidence of the resonating beam (29
• ) meant that high Fresnel losses, of the order of 23%, accumulated. Swapping the beams and rotating the crystal to make the resonating beam incident at Brewster's angle reduced the losses, but yielded a much lower value of coupling coefficient. Therefore, in order to achieve higher oscillating power, anti-reflection coating of the crystal or selecting the optimum crystal cut would have to be carried out.
The parameters of a photorefractive crystal, cavity losses and pumping light are not the only critical factors that have to be taken into account to ensure the efficient oscillations. In aligning the resonators we also noted the importance of correct cavity alignment via its mirrors. Although photore- fractive ring resonators can adapt their operation to different cavity lengths, they are very sensitive to imperfections and tilts in cavity alignment. Minute cavity distortions can prevent the build up of oscillations or if the degree of misalignment is small, cause additional, high-order modes to appear [13] .
Finally, we determined the stability and sensitivity to cavity path length changes on the resonating beam. Using a piezo-mirror as one of the cavity mirrors, we established that sub-nanometer changes could be detected. The high sensitivity to cavity mismatch in the high-gain ring cavity pumped by a 1064-nm beam was also confirmed. Figure 4 shows the variation in the oscillation beam intensity with time as the piezo-mirror is moved by up to 1.5 nm.
Such high sensitivity to nanometer changes in cavity length is ideally suited for sensing applications where, for example, minute concentrations of trace species could be measured. However, although satisfactory long-term stability (Fig. 3 ) could be achieved, the power fluctuations we observed would mask out any sensitive refractive-index changes measured. An active stabilisation of the cavity, namely a piezo-mirror with a feedback device [14] , should resolve this difficulty. We plan to explore this improvement of the cavity design to achieve higher amplification ratios.
Conclusions
This is the first report, to our knowledge, of a photorefractive ring resonator working at wavelengths at 830 nm and above 1 µm. In this regime, due to low absorption and sufficiently high coupling coefficients, significant amplification of a diffraction-limited oscillation beam was observed, exceeding the input pump beam power by a factor of up to 2.34. We also showed that such an efficiently working photorefractive cavity is sensitive to sub-nanometer changes in cavity length.
